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"Archimedes" - Mathematical Society 

11103 Belgrade,  Serbia, Decanska (M. Pijade) 6, post. Box 88 

Phone: (011) 3245-382 and 3245-383, fax: 3245-383 
E-mail: arhimed1@eunet.rs    • Internet: www.arhimedes.rs and www.mislis a.rs               
No. 5663/2013 ANNOUNCEMENT - COMPETITION Belgrade, 01.09.2013. 

ASSETS OF TEACHERS OF MATHEMATICS In elementary school, 
                 

   NEW!                          TEACHERS IV grade of     NEW! 

Mailing mathematical school 
FOR STUDENTS IV  primary school grades 

              Dear teachers, 

Dear students, math lovers! 

You probably know that we, in order to promote math and preparing for math 

competitions over the last seven years of school mathematics Olympiadorganized by 

correspondence as a form of letter-ing mathematical competitions in solving special 

vacancy of the mathematics. In addition we have also over the last five school years, they 

organized another similar activity - Mailing mathematical school for lovers of 

mathematics. 

And this school year, we will organize Mailing mathematical olim-PIJADE for 

students  In eighth grade (eighth in a row), and we will from the fourth grade of 

elementary school VII  Organize "Arhimedes" Corresponding the 

mathematical school (ADMS). Time "Archimedes" continues This activity is 

similar to that he had three decades ago. There is now word of a correspondence 

school. 

        DESCRIPTION AND INSTRUCTIONS 

Objective: In addition to popularizing mathematics, showing its beauty and 

harmony, the goal is to assist students in independent work 

to enrich theknowledge of mathematics (broadening and deepening of school 

knowledge), including the preparation of mathematical takmičnja. 

Purpose: For students who prefer to learn math well, and want to learn and achieve 

even more, especially for those who do not have the opportunity to attend during 

the school year "Arhimedesovu" young school-mate registrar in Belgrade or some 

other form of joint quality and extra classes . 

    This school year, ADMS will work to IV, V, VI, VII and class. 

          Materials (lesson): For students ADMS "Archimedes" is prepared mio 

written materials - lessons (the program ADMS), tasks, and appropriate 

instructions. Each class has a total of 6 lessons (topics) that students should be 

regularly and systematically worked through that. Through this lesson, students will 

see that mathematics is interesting science, they will learn to solve tasks beautiful, 

will introduce a new method of solving the problems and will develop their 
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intellectual abilities. Of course it would help them to be successful at math contests 

and competitions. 

          Lessons include: theoretical material (methodically exposed to selected 

economic topics in the program additional classes), typical tasks solved, a number 

of tasks for independent work and in the end, the competition tasks (written 

assignment for each section). Tasks are different weights. 

For admission to the ADMS no entrance test. Primary orientation of opinion should 

be the math teacher, the consent of parents and students wish to enrich their 

knowledge of mathematics. 

ADMS has two categories of students: individual and "collective disciples." 

The first variant 

          Students-individuals registered for the ADMS, lessons (with appropriate guidance) will 

receive the "Archimedes" at regular intervals (usually every three weeks) and will be the sole 

prorađivati them. Reproduction (copying) lessons (materials). 
           The tasks for the competition each registered student solves in a separate book will 

get the "Archimedes". At the end of the whole course, according to our guide, workbook is sent 

to our address by 25.04.2013. On the first page of the notebook cover to fill the relevant data 

from the application form (full name, grade, school, exact street address). The volume put a 

special card with clearly written (typed) home address students. Notebooks will be returned to 

students at the end of "correspondence" school year. 

After a review of all competing tasks them a lesson, "Archimedes" Commission, in its 

judgment, as indicated by the independence and originality in solving problems,given 

appropriate recognition (diplomas and prizes, commendations). 

Each student ADMS, who regularly worked through the materials obtained and independently 

decide the appropriate tasks on the end of the year of "Archimedes" given the certificate of 

certification. 

Other information each registered student receives the materials that we send him. 

          Login: Single registration for ADMS is made on the application form 

EVIDENCIONOG-sheets, which are given in the appendix (copied to the required number of 

copies, in the given format). If no other options, you can list all personally write legibly and fill. 

Application of ADMS and special slip neatly written address with students (which we need to 

send material) should be addressed to: 

                                         "Archimedes" 

Decanska 6, post. Box 88 

                    11103 Belgrade 

Deadline for applications: 15.10. 2013th year. 

         Dues: Students ADMS pay dues based on that used by all rights MD "Archimedes" - 

Young Mathematicians Club section / subsection correspondence schools (KMM / ADMS), 

which includes: obtaining a membership card, written lessons with assignments (solved tasks, 

tasks for independent work and competition), notebooks, certificates and written 

acknowledgment - Awards and accolades (if you win). The annual membership fee (for all 

correspondence school year) was 3,000 dinars per student to be paid on the 

account: 170  766  44, with reference number 04-5663 and the indication of the purpose of 

"fee for ADMS" Student Name, Class. For the payer (students ADMS) to specify an exact 

home address. A copy of the payment shall be "Archimedes" (available along with the 
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application for ADMS). Payments are made once or in two installments (the first payment 

when you sign, that is. Till 15.10.2013., And the second to 31.01.2014. Year) 
              

The second variant 

                         In addition to this, there is another option (form) to enable students of your 

school to ADMS. In fact, except for some students, who report directly to the ADMS, ADMS 

in the can, under the guidance of teachers, student groups work the same class (so-

called "collective student"), organized as a kind of circle (sections) in the school, where for 

the is interested mathematics teachers and students. Since teachers recommendations roses 

students participate in such activities, circle organizes teacher-leader circles (groups), if enough 

students sign (10  15 students per class). Of course, the school may be several circles 

("collective student"), with the involvement of one or more teachers. 

Circle ("collective student") is received in the ADMS, if the "Archimedes" Send report 

(information about the head circle and a list of students), especially for the circle of each class, 

no later than 15.10.2013. year. 

Written materials - lessons to work in the circles are the same as in the first version. Head of 

circles in each section will receive one material (lesson), a total of 6 lessons for one class. For 

the realization of these 6 lessons (topics) within the circle of a particular class is planned for 24 

academic hours. All topics (lessons) can be realized and the 12 meetings (12 double 

classes). Implementation schedules of the real head circle. List of students in the group, plan 

and report on implementation submitted to the "Archimedes". 

Students-members of the circle (the 'collective student ") volumes for solving problems of 

competition in a correspondence school, do not send" Archimedes ".Solutions to these tasks the 

teacher checks - head circle (according to instructions). 

           For the whole group-circle-section ("collective learner" or "collective member") is paid 

only once a year membership fee 3,600 dinars per group (for all students)."Archimedes" is 

unable to pay the recruitment of teachers - managers. would do well to pay schools to engage in a 

form of compensation for the additional / optional classes, of course, if this is possible. 

Payment deadlines are the same as for individual (single) payment. 

This notice is published on the site: www.arhimedes.rs, and on the website: www.mislisa.rs. 

The third option 

Of the year before the school year there is internet version Correspondence schools. Specifically, 

students who opt for this aspect of our school, the lessons will be able, on time, to take over from our 

website www.mislisa.rs 

           Dues: Annual membership fee (for all correspondence school year-Fi variant) is 2,400 

dinars for individuals and 3,000 dinars for "collective students." To be paid on the account: 

170  766  44, with reference number 04-5663 and the indication of the purpose of 

payment: fee for ADMS - internet version, name of student, class, school and home address. A 

copy of the payment shall be "Archi-medes." Payments are made once or in two installments 

(the first payment when you sign, that is. Till 15.10.2013 and 31.01.2014 to the other. Was). 

More information can be found at: www.mislisa.rs 

We hope that you will be involved in this form of our mathematical activity, we would like the new 

school year a success! 

Math lovers, welcome to "Arhimedesovu" correspondence school! 
                                                            MD "Archimedes" 

Work Program 

"Archimedes" 
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Correspondence mathematical school in 2013 / in 2014. year 
  
                              Grade IV 
1 Lesson: A small logical problems 

2 Lesson: Numbers and Operations. Magic squares 

3 Lesson: The counting geometric figures. Combinatorics 

4 Lesson: Problems of difficult situations (measurements, refilling, transportation, ...) 

5 Lesson: Problems numbering 

6 Lesson: cube, cube, dice! 
  
                                    In the class 
1 Lesson: A small logical problems 

2 Lesson: Meetings 

3 Lesson: Separability 

4 Lesson: Problems of difficult situations (measurements, refilling, transportation, ...) 

5 Lesson: Angles 

6 Lesson: cube, cube, dice! 
  
Sixth grade 
1 Lesson: A small logical problems 

2 Lesson: integers. Absolute values 

3 Lesson: Dirihleov principle 

4 Lesson: Problems of difficult situations (measurements, refilling, transportation, ...) 

5 Lesson: Triangle (correspondence, constructive tasks) 

6 Lesson One: Foursquare 
Seventh grade 
1 Lesson: Real numbers 

2 Lesson: Pythagorean Theorem 

3 Lesson: Degrees. Polynomials 

4 Lesson: Logical-Combinatorial Tasks 

5 Lesson: Polygon 

6 Lesson: Proportionality, the percentages 
  
  

 

 

 

 
Since the "Archimedes" correspondence schools ends at the end of April, it is clear that the 

lessons could cover the entire syllabus of mathematics curriculum for each class (eg, fractions in 

the fifth grade, sixth grade in the area, the circle in the seventh grade). 


